ADDENDUM No. 1, March 30, 2017

RE: East Quad Primary Power
Ball State University
BSU Project No. 2017-007.01XU

FROM: Ball State University
Facilities Planning and Management
Showalter Building
3401 North Tillotson Avenue
Muncie, Indiana 47306

TO: Prospective Bidders

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents dated March 29th, 2017 as noted below. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form.

This Addendum consists of two (2) Pages as items indicated below.

CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS:

1. Section 00 43 00 Bid Form Supplements – Appendix B – Alternatives – Replace text in its entirety with the following:

“Alternate No. 1 – Furnish and Install new duct bank and associated work from existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new underground communication conduits and associated work from location South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to location South East of new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new quazite communication box South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA). Furnish and Install new temporary 480V sump pump power feed and associated work for new sump pumps in new MH E-AB and new MH E-AC.”

See new attached 00 43 00 - Appendix B bid form page.

2. Section 01 20 00 – Price and Payment Procedures – 1.7, C., 1. – Replace text in its entirety with the following:

“Alternate No. 1 – Furnish and Install new duct bank and associated work from existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new underground communication conduits and associated work from location South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to location South East of new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new quazite communication box South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA). Furnish and Install new temporary 480V sump pump power feed and associated work for new sump pumps in new MH E-AB and new MH E-AC.”
CHANGES TO DRAWINGS:

1. Sheet E1 – Alternate No. 1 scope has been revised and/or clarified. See clouded changes on attached E-1 drawing.

2. Sheet E3 – Alternate No. 1 scope has been revised and/or clarified. See clouded changes on attached E-3 drawing.

3. Sheet E5 – Alternate No. 1 scope has been revised and/or clarified. See clouded changes on attached E-5 drawing.

4. Sheet E6 – Alternate No. 1 scope has been revised and/or clarified. See clouded changes on attached E-6 drawing.

GENERAL:

1. Alternate No. 1 scope of work has been revised. Communication conduits in new duct bank running North to South in Martin Street, from existing utilities tunnel to new MH E-AB are now included in base bid. Separate communication conduits that run from existing utilities tunnel, cross Riverside Avenue, and are elbowed and capped south of Riverside Avenue are now included in base bid. Quazite communication box located South East of new MH E-AB is now included in base bid.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. ADD. NO. 1 - 00 43 00 - Appendix B

2. ADD. NO. 1 - E-1 - Overall Electrical Site Plan

3. ADD. NO. 1 - E-3 - New MH E-AB Details

4. ADD. NO. 1 - E-5 - Duct Bank Details

5. ADD. NO. 1 - E-6 - Existing Elevations

END OF ADDENDUM No. 1
APPENDIX B - ALTERNATIVES

The following amounts shall be added to or deducted from the Base Bid Sum. Refer to Section 01 20 00 - Price and Payment Procedures: Schedule of Alternates.

Alternate No. 1 – Furnish and Install new duct bank and associated work from existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new underground communication conduits and associated work from location South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA) to location South East of new MH E-AB. Furnish and Install new quazite communication box South West of existing MH E-1C (to be renamed E-AA). Furnish and Install new temporary 480V sump pump power feed and associated work for new sump pumps in new MH E-AB and new MH E-AC.

(Add) (Deduct) $ ________________